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3.1 Introduction to First Order Logic

3.2 Negation and Conditional Statements 

3.3 Multiple Quantifiers in First Order Logic
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Watch this lecture 
and download the slides
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3.1 Introduction

First Order Logic

Mustafa Jarrar: Lecture Notes in Discrete Mathematics.
Birzeit University, Palestine, 2016

In this lecture:

qPart 1: What is a predicate, and Predicate Logic
qPart 2: Universal and Existential Quantifiers: ∀, ∃
qPart 3: Formalize and Verablize Statements
qPart 4: Tarski’s World (Simple Example)
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• The Logic of Quantified Statements
• Predicate Logic
• First-Order Predicate Calculus
• Lower Predicate Calculus
• Quantification theory

First Order Logic 

Is also called: 
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What is First Order Logic?

P, Q      Propositions 
¬ P Negation
P ∧ Q Conjunction
P ∨ Q    Disjunction
P → Q   Implication
P Q   Equivalence

P(x..y), Q(t,..s)     Predicates 
¬ P Negation
P ∧ Q Conjunction
P ∨ Q    Disjunction
P → Q    Implication
P ↔ Q   Equivalence 
∀ Universal quantification
∃ Existential quantification

Propositional Logic First Order Logic

We regard the world as 
Propositions 

We regard the world as 
Quantified Predicates

¬ P Negation
P ∧ Q Conjunction
P ∨ Q    Disjunction
P → Q   Implication
P ↔ Q   Equivalence
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Examples:

P(x1,x2 , . . . , xn) 

A predicate is a sentence that contains a finite number of variables and
becomes a statement when specific values are substituted for the variables.
The domain of a predicate variable is the set of all values that may be
substituted in place of the variable.

Definition 

( ةفص ،لومحم )

Person(Amjad), 
University(BZU)
StudyAt(Amjad, BZU)
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Arty of Predicates 

Unary Predicates:

Binary Predicates:

Ternary Predicates 

Quaternary Predicate:

n-ary Predicate:

Person(Amjad), 
University(BZU)

StudyAt(Amjad, BZU)

StudyAt(Amjad,BZU, CS)

StudyAt(Amjad,BZU, CS, 2015)

StudyAt(Amjad,BZU, CS, 2015, BA, ….)

Examples: 

P(x1,x2 , . . . , xn) 

ArgumentsPredicate Name
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Truth of Predicates 

If P(x) is a predicate and x has domain D, the truth set of P(x) is the set of
all elements of D that make P(x) true when they are substituted for x. The
truth set of P(x) is denoted

{x ∈ D | P(x)}

Definition 

{x ∈ Organization | University(x)}
The set of all organizations that are universities. 

{x ∈ Person| student(x)}
The set of all persons that are students. 

What does predicate means exactly?  

Examples:
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3.1 Introduction

First Order Logic

Mustafa Jarrar: Lecture Notes in Discrete Mathematics.
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In this lecture:

qPart 1: What is a predicate, and Predicate Logic
qPart 2: Universal and Existential Quantifiers: ∀, ∃
qPart 3: Formalize and Verablize Statements;
qPart 4: Tarski’s World (Simple Example)
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?

∀p∈Palestinian . Likes(p, Zatar)

?

Universal Statements (")

∀ x∈R . x² ≥ x

Let D= {1,2,3,4,5}
∀ x∈D . x² ≥ x

Let Q(x) be a predicate and D the domain of x. A universal statement is a
statement of the form “∀x ∈ D, Q(x).” It is defined to be true if, and only if, Q(x) is
true for every x in D. It is defined to be false if, and only if, Q(x) is false for at least
one x in D. A value for x for which Q(x) is false is called a counterexample to the
universal statement.

Definition 

Examples:

ةیلكلا ایاضقلا
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?

∃p∈Person . Likes(p, Jerusalem)

Existential Statements ($)

Let Q(x) be a predicate and D the domain of x. An existential
statement is a statement of the form “∃x ∈ D such that Q(x).” It is
defined to be true if, and only if, Q(x) is true for at least one x in D. It
is false if, and only if, Q(x) is false for all x in D.

Definition 

∃m∈Z+ . m² = m

Let E = {5,6,7,8}
∃m∈E . m² = m

Examples:

ةیئزجلا ایاضقلا
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Universal vs. Existential Quantifiers

∀x∈D . Q(x)     

∃x∈D . Q(x)     

⇔ Q(x1) ∧ Q(x2) ∧ … ∧ Q(xn)

⇔ Q(x1) ∨ Q(x2) ∨ … ∨ Q(xn)

What ∀ and ∃ mean exactly? 
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3.1 Introduction

First Order Logic
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In this lecture:

qPart 1: What is a predicate, and Predicate Logic
qPart 2: Universal and Existential Quantifiers: ∀, ∃
qPart 3: Formalize and Verablize Statements
qPart 4: Tarski’s World (Simple Example)
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Verbalizing Formal Statements 

Write the following formal statements in an informal language: 

∀x∈R ∙  x² ≥ 0
The square of every real number equals or more than zero

∀x∈R ∙  x² ≠ -1
The square of any real number does not equal -1

∃m∈Z+ ∙  m² = m
There is a positive integer equals its square 

∀x∈R ∙  x > 2    → x² > 4
If a real number more than 2 then is square is grater than 4

14
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Formalize Statements 

All triangles have three sides
∀t∈Triangle ∙ ThreeSided(t)

No dogs have wings
∀d∈Dog ∙ ¬ HasWings(d)

Some programs are structured 
∃p∈Program ∙ structured(p)

If a real number is an integer, then it is a rational number
∀n∈RealNumber ∙  Integer(n) → Rational(n)

All bytes have eight bits
∀b∈Byte ∙ EightBits(b)

No fire trucks are green
∀t ∈FireTruck ∙   ¬ Green(t)

Write the following informal statements in a formal language: 

∀ ∃∧ ∨ ¬ ∈ ∊ ≤ ≥ ²
∙ → 
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Different Writings

Although the book uses 
this notation but it’s not 
recommended as 
predicates are not clear. 

∀x∈Square . Rectangle(x)
∀x . If x is a square then x is a rectangle
∀ Squares x . x  is a a rectangle

∀p∈Palestinian . Likes(p, Jerusalem)
∀p . Palestinian(p) ∧ Likes(p, Jerusalem)

∃p∈Person . Likes(p, Jerusalem)
∃p. Person(p) ∧ Likes(p, Jerusalem)
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Quantifications might be Implicit

If a number is an integer, then it is a rational number
∀n ∙  Integer(n) → Rational(n)

If a person was born in Hebron then s/he is Khalili
∀x∈Person ∙  BornInHebron(x) → Khalili(x)
∀x∈Person ∙  BornIn(x, Hebron) → Khalili(x)

People who like Homos are smart
∀x∈Person ∙  Like(x, Homos) → Smart(x)
∀x∈Person ∙  LikeHomos(x) → Smart(x)

Formalize the following:
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Tarski’s World Example

3.1 Predicates and Quantified Statements I 105

Tarski’s World
Tarski’s World is a computer program developed by information scientists Jon Barwise
and John Etchemendy to help teach the principles of logic. It is described in their book
The Language of First-Order Logic, which is accompanied by a CD-Rom containing the
program Tarski’s World, named after the great logician Alfred Tarski.

Example 3.1.13 Investigating Tarski’s World

The program for Tarski’s World provides pictures of blocks of various sizes, shapes, and
colors, which are located on a grid. Shown in Figure 3.1.1 is a picture of an arrangement
of objects in a two-dimensional Tarski world. The configuration can be described using
logical operators and—for the two-dimensional version—notation such as Triangle(x),
meaning “x is a triangle,” Blue(y), meaning “y is blue,” and RightOf(x, y), meaning “x
is to the right of y (but possibly in a different row).” Individual objects can be given names
such as a, b, or c.

Alfred Tarski
(1902–1983)

ba

d

f

i

k

e

h

j

c

g

Figure 3.1.1

Determine the truth or falsity of each of the following statements. The domain for all
variables is the set of objects in the Tarski world shown above.

a. !t , Triangle(t)" Blue(t).

b. !x , Blue(x) " Triangle(x).

c. #y such that Square(y)$ RightOf(d, y).

d. #z such that Square(z)$ Gray(z).

Solution

a. This statement is true: All the triangles are blue.

b. This statement is false. As a counterexample, note that e is blue and it is not a triangle.

c. This statement is true because e and h are both square and d is to their right.

d. This statement is false: All the squares are either blue or black. !
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∀t . Triangle(t) → Blue(t)

∀x . Blue(x) → Triangle(x)

∃y . Square(y) ∧ RightOf(d, y) 

∃z . Square(z) ∧ Gray(z)

The following statements are true or false?

✓

✗

✓

✗

✘19


